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Abstract
A growing body of research can be found in which roboticists are designing for reciprocity as a key construct for successful 
human–robot interaction (HRI). Given the centrality of reciprocity as a component for our moral lives (for moral develop-
ment and maintaining the just society), this paper confronts the possibility of what things would look like if the benchmark 
to achieve perceived reciprocity were accomplished. Through an analysis of the value of reciprocity from the care ethics 
tradition the richness of reciprocity as an inherent value is revealed: on the micro-level, as mutual care for immediate care 
givers, and on the macro-level, as foundational for a just society. Taking this understanding of reciprocity into consideration, 
it becomes clear that HRI cannot achieve this bidirectional value of reciprocity; a robot must deceive users into believing it 
is capable of reciprocating to humans or is deserving of reciprocation from humans. Moreover, on the macro-level, design-
ing social robots for reciprocity threatens the ability and willingness to reciprocate to human care workers across society. 
Because of these concerns, I suggest re-thinking the goals of reciprocity in social robotics. Designing for reciprocity in social 
robotics should be dedicated to the design of robots to enhance the ability to mutually care for those that provide us with 
care, as opposed to designing for reciprocity between human and robot.
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1 Introduction

Social robots, or robots perceived to be social, have gone 
from academic curiosity to commercial products used 
in hospitals, care facilities, schools, and homes. Some 
roboticists are pursing the development of social robots to 
encourage acceptance and ease of use of robots (Lammer 
et al. 2014) whilst others aim to use robots to ‘nurture or 
nudge pro-social behaviours’ amongst humans (Paiva et al. 
2018). Of late, a growing body of research can be found in 
which roboticists identify the value of reciprocity as a “key 
mechanism of human interaction” (Lorenz et al. 2016, p. 
1) to be explicitly included in the design of future social 
(companion) robots in therapy and care (Fischinger et al. 
2016; Kahn et al. 2006; Lammer et al. 2014; Lorenz et al. 
2016; Sandoval et al. 2016). In general, the idea is that if 
humans and robots engage in an interaction based on mutual 

care, aka reciprocity, humans will perceive such interactions 
positively (e.g. the robot is easier to use) and will accept 
the robot. At first glance this may seem convincing but 
upon closer inspection, we ought to question the impact of 
nudging reciprocal interactions between humans and robots 
given the significance of reciprocity as a value within a just 
society.

Across a range of disciplines reciprocity is thought to be 
“a central feature of moral life” (Kahn et al. 2006, p. 368). 
It is a component of moral development (Duska and Whelan 
1975), instrumental to good care and an ‘indispensable duty’ 
for the just society (Gouldner 1960; Tronto 1993). With the 
increase in both the availability of robots perceived to be 
social, and the intention to design for reciprocity, comes 
the need for ‘moral learning’ (Van De Poel 2018) about the 
ethical impact resulting from these new kinds of recipro-
cal interactions between humans and robots. To be sure, 
robot ethicists have studied the relationship between robot 
design and societal values for some years now (i.e. ‘how to 
embed values in robot design’ and/or ‘how to understand 
the impact of a robot’s design on cultural values’) (Arnold 
Scheutz 2017; Calo, 2011; Decker 2008; Sharkey 2014, 
2014; van Wynsberghe 2013a, b); however, never has the 
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value of reciprocity been on the list of values to address. It 
is my aim in this paper to explore the meaning of reciprocity 
through the lens of care ethics as a step towards understand-
ing the significance of this value as more than a benchmark 
for designers, but as a construct central to good care and the 
just society.

In the following paper, I begin by briefly outlining the 
motivations and assumptions underpinning the movement to 
design social robots for reciprocity. I suggest that given the 
growing number of experiments (and literature) dedicated 
to the embedding of reciprocity in human–robot interactions 
(HRI) that it is time for robot ethicists to question: what 
happens if the aim of creating reciprocal HRI goes right 
and what happens if it goes wrong. In so doing I suggest a 
specific kind of deception occurring between social robots 
and human users; namely, humans are deceived into believ-
ing that the robot is deserving of reciprocity by the robot’s 
appearance of responsiveness. Following this, I address the 
need to look beyond dyadic HRIs and to assess the impact of 
designing for reciprocity on the macro-level. As robots enter 
into social care practices, there will be a re-organization of 
roles, responsibilities and resources (van Wynsberghe A Li 
2019) and social robots may threaten the ability to recipro-
cate to, and further may weaken the incentive to give back 
to, care workers. Based on the above discussion, I suggest 
roboticists re-think the aims of social robotics at large: the 
pursuit of social robots should be to enhance human–human 
reciprocity rather than human–robot reciprocity.

2  Designing social robots for reciprocity

One of the earlier definitions of social robots, articulated 
by Breazeal, defines them as robots “designed to interact 
with people in a socio-emotional way during interpersonal 
interaction” (Breazeal 2004). Others have suggested that the 
field of social robots concerns itself with “how the robot 
should interact with humans in order to be perceived as 
social” (Frennert Östlund 2014). The latter, broader, defi-
nition opens up the possibility that any kind of robot, e.g. 
service, industrial, may have social capabilities ‘in order to 
be perceived as social’ rather than be called social robots per 
say. Take for example robots to greet people in banks and 
hospitals, the goal is not necessarily to establish a long-term 
social relationship; however, the goal is to interact in such a 
way that the robot is perceived to be social and thus humans 
are more likely to accept and engage with the robot. This 
paper concerns itself with the category of robots designed 
to be perceived as social rather than the more rigid definition 
of social robots (as stated above). This implies that a factory 
robot, such as Baxter, that is perceived to be social could fall 
within the scope of my critique here.

To create the perception of being social, or to create a 
lasting relationship between human and robot, the HRI is 
almost always based on the characteristics of human–human 
interactions (HHI) (Kahn et al. 2006; Sandoval et al. 2016). 
Given that HHIs form the baseline for creating HRIs, (social) 
roboticists have explored the variety of features found in 
HHI that ought to be embedded into the HRI so as to ensure 
intuitive and successful interactions. In fact, Kahn et al. cre-
ated a list of six benchmarks present in HHI that can be used 
to assess the success of HRIs. Amongst the elements on this 
list is reciprocity. Reciprocity can be simply defined as the 
“Golden Rule”: do unto others as you would have them do 
unto you (Kahn et al. 2006). Or, “If you do something for 
me I will do something for you” (Sandoval et al. 2016). In 
any case, the idea is to treat others in a manner reflective of 
how they have treated you, either positively or negatively. 
The idea of the benchmark then is to ask whether people 
can “engage substantively in reciprocal relationships with 
humanoids” (Kahn et al. 2006, p. 268).

Since that time roboticists have continued to explore the 
embedding of reciprocity into HRIs with the assumption 
being that reciprocity plays a vital role in HHI and “it is 
expected that reciprocity plays an important role in HRI” 
(Sandoval et al. 2016, p. 304). Accordingly, Fogg and Nass 
“demonstrated that users provided more helping behaviour 
to a computer that had helped them previously than to a dif-
ferent computer. Users also worked longer, performed higher 
quality work, and felt happier” (Fogg Nass 1997, p. 331).

In 2013, a workshop was held as part of the International 
Conference of Social Robotics in which the importance of 
reciprocity for social robotics was explicitly discussed. The 
workshop entitled “Taking care of Each Other: Synchroniza-
tion and Reciprocity for Social Companion Robots” explored 
a variety of concepts under the umbrella of reciprocity 
thought to serve as the “cornerstone in the future develop-
ment of meaningful HRIs” (Sandoval et al. 2016, p. 303). 
Accordingly, it is believed that “in the future, robots could 
assume more social roles in the human domain if the HRI 
would be more reciprocal” (Sandoval et al. 2016, p. 304).

Experimentation along these lines has been conducted 
involving children with an AIBO robot showing that “chil-
dren responded reciprocally and were more engaged with 
an AIBO robot which offered some motioning, behavioural 
and verbal stimulus than they were with the toy dog” (Kahn 
et al. 2004). Other studies have been conducted with elderly 
persons using the concept of reciprocity as “mutual care” 
demonstrating that “reciprocal behaviour, even in short term 
laboratory studies, positively influences the perceived usa-
bility and ease of learning of the care robot” (Lammer et al. 
2014). In the first set of studies—involving children—the 
goal was to investigate whether children would reciprocate 
to the robot whereas in the second set of experiments—
involving older adults—the goal was to display the robot 
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as reciprocating towards the human user so as to increase 
acceptability of the robot. Each used reciprocity as a design 
paradigm; however, they used the construct differently (i.e. 
for the human to reciprocate to the robot or for the robot to 
reciprocate to the human).

With the increase in both the availability of robots per-
ceived to be social, and the intention to design for reciproc-
ity, comes the need for ‘moral learning’ (Van De Poel 2018) 
about the ethical impact resulting from these new kinds of 
reciprocal interactions between humans and robots. What 
could go right if roboticists meet the benchmark for reciproc-
ity? Is fostering reciprocity in HRI desirable on a broader 
scale, in the long-term? Although the concept of reciproc-
ity has been studied in a variety of disciplines, e.g. moral 
development (Duska Whelan 1975) and sociology (Gouldner 
1960) to name a few, reciprocity has (historically) rarely 
been on the list of values to embed in robotic systems and 
thus rarely caught the attention of robot ethicists. To address 
these questions I suggest turning our attention to the care 
ethics domain to shed light on the definition, significance 
and meaning of reciprocity in the kinds of interactions that 
constitute HRIs with social robots, namely interactions of 
care.

3  Care ethics and reciprocity

Care ethics as a moral tradition matured out of a growing 
need in the 1980s to shift the focus of moral theory from 
Kantian rule based theories and/or consequentialist per-
spectives towards moral reasoning that places relationality 
at the core. Care ethicists Carol Gilligan, Nel Noddings, and 
Joan Tronto are amongst the most notable scholars working 
to articulate the: meaning of care as a combination of atti-
tude and action; understanding of ethical concepts such as 
autonomy as relational versus atomistic; and understanding 
care as a political construct which demands that care serves 
as a basis for ‘political practice’ (Tronto 1993). Together 
these scholars have paved the way to make care a formida-
ble contribution to the ethical and political discourse of the 
twenty-first century.

Common attributes of an ethic of care hold that good care 
is first and foremost relational. Further, good care is manifest 
through both actions and intentions. These actions cannot 
be reduced to isolated events or tasks; rather, they ought 
to be understood as complex practices in which numerous 
actors are involved in the identification of needs, the meeting 
of needs, and the response to needs. These complex pro-
cesses are labelled by Tronto as care practices for which 
there are four iterative steps: (1) Caring about; someone or 
some group notices unmet caring needs; (2) Taking care of; 
someone or some group has to take responsibility to make 
certain that these needs are met; (3) Caring-giving; actual 

care-giving work is done; (4) Care-receiving; throughout 
the provision of care work the response from the person, 
thing, group, animal, plant, or environment is observed and 
together judgements are made about it (Tronto 1993, pp. 
105–108).

This last step can be assessed, according to Tronto 
through the moral element of responsiveness which essen-
tially entails that care givers “consider the other’s position as 
that other expresses it” (Tronto 1993, p. 136). As such, good 
care is assessed through the care receiver’s positive change 
in functioning and through the care receivers perception of 
the care provided.

The element of responsiveness re-calibrates care from 
a unidirectional action to a bidirectional practice in which 
care givers are both attentive to the particular needs of care 
receivers as well as being attentive to if, when, and how such 
needs are met. In short, care should not happen to someone 
(or something); rather, care happens with someone (or some-
thing). This understanding is meant to cast-off traditional 
conceptions of care receivers as passive accepters of care. 
Instead, care receivers too have a role to play in the care pro-
cess—they have opinions, preferences, desires, and hopes; 
they are holistic persons with life histories that should be 
shared as part of good care (Vanlaere Gastmans 2011). Rec-
ognizing this is a step towards amending the asymmetry in 
power between the powerful care giver and the ‘vulnerable’ 
care receiver (Verkerk, 2001).

This bidirectional conception of care aligns with another 
construct in care ethics; namely, reciprocity. Reciprocity and 
responsiveness share similarities: they both aim at empower-
ing the otherwise vulnerable stakeholders in care; and they 
both illustrate that care is not one-sided.

To be sure, reciprocity is not the same as responsiveness: 
reciprocity is about giving back to others when they have 
done something for us, for example, when a person grants 
me a favour I want to return the favour in kind. Alternatively, 
responsiveness is about reacting to the actions of another, 
e.g. saying ‘this position makes me sore, can you help me 
move to another position’.

It is important to note that reciprocity as a moral con-
struct in the care ethics tradition has been described on 
both a dyadic level and on a political level. On a dyadic, or 
micro-level, it structures our commitment to immediate care 
givers whereas on a political, or macro-level, it structures 
our commitments to care givers at large. Reciprocity on a 
macro-level is about mutual care for those in society who 
serve as care givers. Tronto insists that everyone is in need 
of care to greater and lesser extents at different moments of 
their lives and as such society should do away with the myth 
that to be in need of care is to be incomplete. Instead, if we 
recognize the ubiquity and universality of care then we may 
come closer to appreciating those who provide care. In line 
with this thinking, Tronto extends the thinking of reciprocity 
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beyond a care relationship and insists it must also be under-
stood as a political ideal that focuses on giving back to care 
givers in a broader sense, e.g. making sure care givers are 
not economically punished for their role as care givers.

In essence, reciprocity in this broader sense should be 
understood “both as a quality of the just state and as a prin-
ciple for generating the obligation to support cooperative 
caring schemes that provide care well, and in a just man-
ner” (Sander-Staudt 2015, p. 196). From this vantage point, 
reciprocity is about recognizing the care work being done 
across society and to insist on ‘broad social responsibility’ 
to return care to those who have provided it; “creating social 
institutions that enable care-givers to do the job of caretak-
ing without becoming disadvantaged in the competition for 
social benefits” (Kittay 109).

From the lens of care ethics, the value of reciprocity is 
inherently valuable, it is a good to aim for on its own and 
not necessarily for attaining some other end. On the micro-
level, it is a value that when expressed restores power to 
the otherwise vulnerable cohorts. And on the macro-level, 
mutual care for care givers is a pillar of the just society. 
Understanding reciprocity as a concept rich in meaning then 
we ask, what does it mean to design for reciprocal interac-
tions in HRI?

3.1  What happens if things go right: meeting 
the benchmark for reciprocity

As mentioned earlier, in a paper by Kahn et al., an idea was 
proposed to create psychological benchmarks for success-
ful HRIs, to measure “categories of interaction that capture 
conceptually fundamental aspects of human life…” (Kahn 
et al. 2006, p. 364). In addition, reciprocity is one of these 
six benchmarks. The benchmarks are psychological (as 
opposed to ontological) in so far as the authors are suggest-
ing that the robot need not ontologically be understood as 
having the capability of reciprocity but must be psychologi-
cally believed or perceived to be capable of reciprocity. So 
what happens if this benchmark is achieved; what happens 
if things go right?

In the “Mutual Care” project, in which the Hobbit robot 
was used, older adults were assessed to understand how they 
would react when engaged in an HRI that involved mutual 
care, i.e. when the human should help his/her care robot. 
The mutual care paradigm created HRI scenarios using the 
‘rule of reciprocity’, that “we should try to repay, in kind, 
what another person has provided us”. The result was that 
the human participants did in fact believe that the robot and 
human supported one another. Consequently, the researchers 
conclude that in fact they had achieved perceived reciprocity 
(Lammer et al. 2014, p. 6), that is, the participants believed 
the robot to be capable of reciprocal interactions in which 
both the robot and the human were in need. Is there a harm 

in deceiving people into thinking a robot can reciprocate 
kindness to humans?

Amongst the current academic literature, there is a certain 
spectrum of ethical issues related to the tendency for social 
robots to deceive users. Sharkey and Sharkey raise ‘decep-
tion and infantilisation’ as one of the top six ethical concerns 
attributed to social robots (Sharkey Sharkey 2012). For Sul-
lins, robotic companions can only meet one’s physical and 
emotional needs on the surface but a robot cannot truly sat-
isfy these needs even if the human is deceived into thinking 
the robot can (Sullins 2012). For Scheutz, the deception of 
humans by social robots is characterized as a ‘unidirectional 
bond’ between human and robot; the robot cannot bond in 
the same way a human does even if the human thinks it can 
(e.g. by projecting intentions onto the robot) (Scheutz 2012). 
This risk of this unidirectional bond, for Scheutz, is that 
companies will be able to exploit it for commercial gains. In 
short, for many robot ethics scholars of today, there appears 
to be something disturbing about unidirectional social rela-
tionships especially when such a starting point is used to 
steer the design and development of social robots.

Contrary to these ideas, other scholars have suggested 
that “As humans, most of the time we play a certain role to 
some extent and it is difficult to distinguish between what 
appears to be and reality in human social life” (de Graaf 
2016). The author continues to suggest that “putting all 
emphasis on deception when evaluating human–robot rela-
tionships seems misplaced. As long as the user perceives to 
be served well by a robot and is satisfied with the behaviour 
of that robot, there should not be a problem in this account” 
(de Graaf 2016). Such a conclusion is dangerous as it fails 
to acknowledge that deception is not something that should 
be acceptable in the technologies that we humans create. 
It fosters a kind of naturalistic fallacy to suggest that the 
negative realities of HHI ought to be translated into HRI. 
Furthermore, it fails to account for the plurality of ways in 
which deception can be understood and more importantly, 
disregards the seriousness of the risk of deception to the 
foundational elements of social relationships.

I suggest that rather than disregard deception as a threat 
to social robots because people can deceive other people, 
the focus should instead be on delineating a particular kind 
of deception: social robots designed for reciprocity use reci-
procity as an instrumental value to enhance acceptability 
of the robot. Further, the robots are meant to deceive users 
about the robot’s ability to engage in reciprocal relation-
ships; when a robot is responding (to a command) it can 
appear to be an act of reciprocation. Furthermore, such 
‘faux’ acts of reciprocity call upon humans to reciprocate 
to the robot.

Take for example the earlier studies done with the vac-
uum cleaning robot Roomba. The robot is not a social robot 
per say but studies have now shown that humans project 
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their own beliefs about the robot’s social maturity onto the 
robot, thus the robot is perceived to be social. This was done 
to such an extent that after extensive experience with the 
robot in which the robot was meeting the needs of users 
(e.g. keeping the floor clean), human users began to treat 
it as an entity deserving of reciprocity. “The mere fact that 
an autonomous machine keeps working for them day in day 
out seems to evoke a sense of, if not urge for, reciprocation. 
Roomba owners seem to want to do something nice for their 
Roombas even though the robot does not even know that it 
has owners” (Scheutz 2012, p. 7). We can see here that it is 
not only the reality of unidirectional bonds (and the conse-
quences of exploitation sketched by Scheutz) but that the 
robot is able to draw the human in to a situation in which the 
human is deceived into thinking he/she ought to reciprocate 
to the robot the good that the robot has provided them rather 
than understanding that the robot is merely responding to 
the command it has been given and/or the role it has been 
assigned.

Even still, aside from the fact that humans are being 
intentionally deceived into believing that the robot is capa-
ble of engaging in reciprocal interactions, is it possible to 
suggest that some good could come from this? Another area 
of research has proposed autonomous systems (aka robots) 
for promoting pro-social behaviour. The goal in this space 
is to create robots to “nudge or nurture cooperation and pro-
sociality in a society of humans and machines” (Paiva et al. 
2018). For this group of researchers, the starting point is the 
‘empathy deficit’, a general lack of empathy development in 
younger generations. The idea then is to create a machine 
that can help to establish or foster cooperation, and even 
empathy, through the robotic interface or the robot as part 
of a team of actors.

Setting aside concerns of technological solutionism, if 
we take this thinking to its logical conclusion, then humans 
would be able to interact with robots so as to learn the skills 
needed to be empathic, cooperative, and reciprocating mem-
bers of society. We should be clear, however, that this is not 
the aim for social robots designed for reciprocity with older 
adults in their own homes—the robots are not instruments to 
train older adults to have these moral skills. Instead, the aim 
is to encourage “acceptance towards the robot” (Lammer 
et al. 2014, p. 2). Alternatively, ‘learned reciprocity’ may 
very well be the aim when using social robots in experiments 
involving children. But an even larger problem exists here: 
how can one be sure that the skills learned through HRI will 
transfer to HHI?

To start, the ‘needs of the robot’ for which a human ought 
to reciprocate are recharging the battery, updating software, 
etc. Reciprocity towards the robot is not the same as reci-
procity towards a human. Moreover, the paradigm within 
which the HRI exists is with an obedient, subservient agent 
(the robot) and this is not the HHI paradigm (ideally). If 

humans have been trained for reciprocation with a subservi-
ent robot will their skills transfer over to an unpredictable 
HHI in which a human interaction partner does not take on 
such a subservient role? Granted these questions are entirely 
empirical, they are questions for which measurements will 
need to be created to understand if reciprocity was caus-
ally related between HRI and HHI, measurements that will 
also have to take into account the variety of ways in which 
reciprocity is understood and achieved between cultures and 
groups of people. The incredible amount of resources (time 
and money) needed to prove that the goal of pro-sociality, 
and reciprocity in particular, is achievable cannot be justified 
in a world with finite resources.

Consequently, if researchers get it right and are able to 
design for reciprocity in an effort to increase the chances 
of users accepting the social robot, they do so by deceiving 
users into believing that a social robot is capable of reci-
procity or is deserving of reciprocity. One may make the 
justification that this deception is acceptable given that reci-
procity is a fundamental component of moral development 
and as such HRI could be instrumental in fostering reciproc-
ity in HHI; however, this hypothesis rests on the belief that 
the skills developed during HRIs would be transferable to 
HHIs. All of these considerations aside, it is also necessary 
to acknowledge that these are reflections on the HRI as a 
dyadic interaction between human and robot and they pay 
little to no attention to the reality that robots are entering 
complex sociotechnical systems and further that reciprocity 
also holds value and meaning on a broader societal level.

3.2  Reciprocity at the macro‑level

Studies in HRI to date have focused on a dyadic interaction 
between human and robot and in so doing, these studies fail 
to account for the reality that robots are never just interacting 
with one human but are instead interacting with a complex 
system of actors (both human and non-human) (van Wyns-
berghe Li 2019). As such, the wider social context must be 
taken into consideration when assessing or evaluating social 
robots given that the social robot will bring a ‘redistribu-
tion of tasks and responsibilities’ throughout the system (van 
Oost Reed 2011).

Take healthcare as an example, “one of the most criti-
cal aspects of introducing robots in healthcare is how such 
a ‘bot’ will re-structure the healthcare system in a variety 
of ways: roles of healthcare staff will change once ‘bots’ 
are delegated tasks, certain professions may no longer exist 
(e.g., cleaning robots may remove the need for janitorial 
staff), the education of healthcare staff will need to include 
‘bot’ training, resources will be re-allocated to account for 
the purchasing of ‘bots’, the expertise of healthcare staff will 
be called into question (e.g., when an AI algorithm predicts 
something that the physician doesn’t)” (van Wynsberghe Li 
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2019). In other words, the introduction of a social robot into 
any care practice, and into society in general, is the introduc-
tion of a social robot into a sociotechnical system. Building 
on this it is necessary to consider what resources (e.g. time, 
money) will be taken away from human care givers and re-
directed to the social robot?

If social robots are a replacement for human care giv-
ers (as they will be when living with older adults in their 
homes), then finite resources such as time and money will be 
directed towards the social robot rather than towards human 
care givers. Money will be invested in the production, imple-
mentation and maintenance of the robot rather than in the 
hiring and training of new care workers. Education of care 
workers (occupational therapists who visit the homes of peo-
ple to provide care) will change to include ‘how to interact 
with’ or manage the social robot in the home. Expertise of 
the care workers will be called into question if the robot 
provides different advice or recommendations to the human 
care worker. In essence, the ability to reciprocate will be 
minimized as the finite resources are directed towards the 
integration of social robots into care practices. Moreover, the 
willingness or interest in reciprocating to human care work-
ers may suffer as a result of the robot’s ability to draw human 
users in to believe that it requires reciprocity. If a Roomba 
robot can convince owners it is deserving of a ‘break from 
cleaning’, it is possible to consider that a hospital delivery 
robot may convince care workers, it is deserving of a ‘break 
from delivering’. The hospital care workers may be further 
burdened by the robot, whose implementation was intended 
to relieve a burden, when reciprocity is directed towards the 
robot rather than the human care workers.

4  Conclusion: re‑thinking reciprocity 
for social robotics

In the current global pandemic of 2020, one will find a series 
of news articles showing a lack of mutual care for the care 
givers that we all rely on right now to save us. At the same 
time, one can also find an increase in the interest to design 
for reciprocity in interactions between humans and robots. 
This paper was meant to confront the possibility of what 
things would look like if the benchmark to achieve perceived 
reciprocity were accomplished—an exploration of the les-
sons we should be learning when we take a closer look at the 
empirical work happening with the design of HRI for reci-
procity. Through an analysis of the construct of reciprocity 
from the care ethics tradition the richness of reciprocity as 
an inherent value is revealed: on the micro-level, as mutual 
care for immediate care givers, and on the macro-level, as 
foundational for a just society. Taking this understanding 
of reciprocity into consideration, it becomes clear that HRI 
cannot achieve this bidirectional value of reciprocity; robots 

must deceive users into believing it is capable of recipro-
cating or is deserving of reciprocation. Moreover, on the 
macro-level, designing social robots for reciprocity threat-
ens the ability and willingness to reciprocate to human care 
workers across society.

Because of these concerns, I suggest re-thinking the goals 
of reciprocity in social robotics. Designing for reciprocity in 
social robotics should be focused on the design of robots to 
enhance the ability to mutually care for those who provide 
care. Take for instance, exoskeleton robots worn by nurses 
to relieve the heavy lifting of patients (by nurses) whilst 
the nurse carries out his daily tasks. Or, telecommunication 
robots (like the RP-7) that can be used to keep healthcare 
workers at a safe distance from patients during a pandemic 
and yet still able to communicate with patients. Each of these 
robots is meant to provide care for those who are in the midst 
of providing care—they are robots that manifest the value 
of reciprocity between humans by the very use of the robot.

To achieve this way of thinking there needs to be a con-
certed effort towards the ‘design for reciprocity’ amongst 
humans. For robot designers, one might consider following 
a care-centred value sensitive design approach (van Wyns-
berghe 2013a, b; 2016) with reciprocity as the foundational 
value to be embedded in the HRI. Furthermore, as this 
papers argues, robot designers, when designing for reciproc-
ity, ought to conceptualize it as a value to be established 
between humans rather than as a value to be established 
between the human and the robot.1

Equally important, reciprocity need not be understood as 
a value exclusive to the healthcare context. There are a vari-
ety of spaces in which mutual care, reciprocity, is necessary 
and yet sorely lacking. Consider the problem of electronic 
waste (e-waste) and the lack of mutual care towards the com-
munities (at a distance) where the majority of e-waste is 
shipped and stored. These communities bear the burden of 
society’s demand for electronic devices and yet there is little 
done to care for the growing needs they have as a result of 
this e-waste (e.g. the minerals from e-waste pollute the soil 
and water affecting the wellbeing of these communities, thus 
there is a need for clean soil and clean water). Social robots 
in this space could be about the design of robots to separate 
and clean e-waste thereby preventing humans from exposure 
to the chemicals.

Robotics in general should be about providing support for 
those who support us in our lives. Social robots in particular 
should not be about creating faux reciprocal relationships 
between humans and robots, that is, relationships that are 
deceptive and unidirectional at their core. To create robots 

1 Consider the value of safety as an example; when designing robots 
to be safe the value of safety is understood as a consequence of the 
human and robot interacting.
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with the intention to deceive users threatens the value of rec-
iprocity across society. In addition, a world without reciproc-
ity, without mutual care, is a world entirely unsustainable.
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